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VIETNAM
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Introduction
While news outlets have been discussing the cooling of trade relations between the
People’s Republic of China (“China”) and the United States (“U.S.”), there is a warmer reception
for China on the other side of the world: the Republic of the Philippines (“Philippines”). The
answer as to why the Philippines is welcoming, even after winning in an arbitration against China
regarding control of the South China Sea,1 lies in one word: “DuterteNomics.”2 The Philippines
government introduced this term to describe President Rodrigo Duterte’s (“Duterte”) economic
programs and policies for bringing Philippines to the forefront of economic growth in Southeast
Asia.3 Presidential Communications Secretary Martin Andanar discussed a main program of
DuterteNomics called the Build Build Build Infrastructure Plan (“BBB”), which is meant “to
[solve the puzzle] on how to grow the economy, reduce poverty and [ease] congestion in Metro
Manila.”4 It appears that the final puzzle piece lies with China’s Belt and Road Initiative, also
called the One Belt One Road Initiative (“BRI”).5 China’s ambitious BRI has received mixed

1

The South China Sea Arbitration (Phil. v. China), Judgment, 2016 P.C.A. 2013-19 (July 12).
DuterteNomics unveiled, Presidential Communications Operations Office (Apr. 18, 2017) (Phil.),
https://pcoo.gov.ph/dutertenomics-unveiled/.
3
Id.
4
Id.
5
Xinhua, China unveils action plan on Belt and Road Initiative, The State Council (Mar. 28, 2015) (China),
http://english.gov.cn/news/top_news/2015/03/28/content_281475079055789.htm; Tian Shaohui, Chronology of
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reviews since it is viewed with either optimism or deep suspicion in the international community.6
On September 7, 2013, President Xi Jinping (“Xi”) gave a speech at Kazakhstan's Nazarbayev
University, where he underscored how the ancient Silk Road was now full of new vitality with the
rapid development of China’s relations with Asian and European countries to enhance mutual trust,
consolidate friendship, and strengthen cooperation by moving towards the common development
and prosperity of the people of these regions.7 The goals of the BRI are “to promote [an] orderly
and free flow of economic factors, highly efficient allocation of resources and deep integration of
markets by enhancing connectivity of Asian, European and African continents and their adjacent
seas.”8 Xi succinctly described the BRI’s mission: “A near neighbor is better than a distant relative
. . . We need to pass our friendship from generation to generation and always be good neighbors
living in harmony.”9
Although China’s BRI appears to be in congruence with Duterte’s goal of ushering a
“golden age of infrastructure,”10 the Filipino people are harder to convince. If China wishes to
succeed in persuading both the Philippines government and its people, it should look to the
investment strategies implemented by Japan in the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (“Vietnam”) and
understand the manner in which Japan was able to move forward in establishing strong ties after
its history of occupying Vietnam. Part 1 of this Paper provides background on the BRI,
DuterteNomics, and the BBB. Part 2 is divided into three sections: (a) Japan’s history with
Vietnam and the manner in which Japan’s investment strategies led to a shift in attitude among the
Vietnamese; (b) China’s history with the Philippines and current shortcomings in its
implementation of the BRI; and (c) how Japan-Vietnam relations can serve as a guide by China to
China’s Belt and Road Initiative, Xinhua News Agency (Mar. 28, 2015), http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/201503/28/c_134105435.htm.
6
See Charlie Campbell, China Says It's Building the New Silk Road. Here Are Five Things to Know Ahead of a Key
Summit, TIME (May 12, 2017). http://time.com/4776845/china-xi-jinping-belt-road-initiative-obor/.
7
Xinhua, President Xi Jinping Delivers Important Speech and Proposes to Build a Silk Road Economic Belt with
Central Asian Countries, Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Sept. 7, 2013) (China),
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/topics_665678/xjpfwzysiesgjtfhshzzfh_665686/t1076334.shtml.
8
China unveils action plan on Belt and Road Initiative, supra note 5; see Tian Shaohui, Chronology of China’s Belt
and Road Initiative, Xinhua News Agency (Mar. 28, 2015), http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/201503/28/c_134105435.htm.
9
CCTV English, President Xi Jinping delivers speech at Nazarbayev University, YouTube (Sept. 8, 2013),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHkNzMjEv0Y.
10
DuterteNomics unveiled, supra note 2.
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combat anti-China sentiment among Filipinos, thus supporting its goals with the BRI. Part 3 of
this Paper concludes on the future of the BRI in the Philippines.
1. Background
a. Overview of the Belt and Road Initiative
The Silk Road Spirit—"peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual
learning and mutual benefit”—is embodied in the BRI: a multi-faceted initiative that is open to all
parties and aims to promote the connectivity of Asian, European, Middle Eastern, and African
regions and their adjacent seas.11 The BRI has five major dimensions involving the cooperation of
both public and private actors in: (a) policy coordination, (b) infrastructure development, (c)
industrial investment and trade connectivity, (d) financial cooperation and integration, and (e)
people‐to‐people ties.12 Included in the five dimensions is the Digital Silk Road, which focuses on
telecommunications and electronic commerce.13 To accomplish the BRI’s goals, China is working
with other countries to improve their infrastructure and install secure and efficient land, sea and
air passages, thus fostering economic development, stronger trade relationships, and friendly
cultural exchanges.14 Along with turning to bilateral and multilateral cooperation and working
mechanisms, China is adopting a proactive strategy to comprehensively improve the openness of
the Chinese economy.15
Despite these ambitious goals, it is important to understand that the BRI is not a free public
service occurring out of the goodness of China’s heart. China is looking to consolidate economic
and strategic partnerships around the globe because it expects “that by 2025, BRI trade flows
would reach $2.5 trillion, with the end goal that by 2050 BRI countries should already comprise

11

China unveils action plan on Belt and Road Initiative, supra note 5.
Id.
13
Aaron Jed Rabena, The Complex Interdependence of Chinas Belt and Road Initiative in the Philippines, 5 Asia &
Pac. Pol’y St., 683–697 (2018).
14
China unveils action plan on Belt and Road Initiative, supra note 5; For a more updated report on the progress of
the BRI with its five major dimensions, see The Belt and Road Initiative: A new means to transformative global
governance towards sustainable development¸ CCIEE & UNDP (May 9, 2017),
http://www.cn.undp.org/content/dam/china/docs/Publications/UNDP-CH-GGR%202017.pdf.
15
China unveils action plan on Belt and Road Initiative, supra note 5.
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around 80 percent of world Gross Domestic Product.”16 The BRI should not be interpreted as a
one-sided deal, as evidenced by Vietnam’s “Two Corridors, One Economic Circle,”17 the SinoSingapore industrial projects18, and the partnerships of American enterprises such as General
Electric19 and Honeywell with Chinese companies.20 Some have compared the BRI to the Marshall
Plan21—a U.S. program providing aid to Europe post-Second World War as a means to contain
the expansion of communism and the Soviet Union.22 However, this may not be a fair comparison
since the Marshall Plan served to reinforce the separation between communist and capitalist blocs
of Europe, whereas the BRI attempts to move away from separation of ideologies by focusing on
highly globalized integration.23
The BRI’s impact is so large that along with Chinese and multilateral financial institutions,
the World Bank Group (“WBG”)—one of the world’s largest sources of funding and technical
assistance for developing countries in pursuit of its objectives of reducing poverty, increasing
shared prosperity, and promoting sustainable development—is involved with commitments of
about of about $80 billion for projects addressing infrastructure, trade, and connectivity for BRI
countries.24 According to the WBG, the BRI accounts for over 30 percent of global Gross Domestic
16

Rabena, supra note 13.
Xinhua, China, Vietnam reach consensus on trade, maritime cooperation: joint statement, Belt and Road Portal
(Nov. 14, 2017), https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/qwyw/rdxw/34577.htm.
18
Xinhua, One year on, China-Singapore rail-sea route draws "Belt" and "Road" closer, Belt and Road Portal
(Sept. 26, 2018), https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/qwyw/rdxw/67196.htm; Xinhua, B&R Initiative Infrastructure bonds
issued in Singapore, Belt and Road Initiative (Sept. 14, 2018), https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/qwyw/rdxw/66181.htm.
19
GE Reports Staff, ASEAN’s Energy Future: Six Factors That Will Determine Belt And Road Success, General
Electric (Feb. 19, 2018), https://www.ge.com/reports/aseans-energy-future-six-factors-will-determine-belt-roadsuccess/.
20
What is the Belt and Road Initiative?, Honeywell (Sept. 8, 2017),
https://www.honeywell.com/newsroom/news/2017/09/what-is-the-belt-and-road-initiative#collapse-1e7413a9-a582441e-b9da-b3345c3aafd8.
21
, U.S. National Archives and Records Administration The Marshall Plan (June 5, 1947),
https://www.archives.gov/exhibits/featured-documents/marshall-plan.
22
Simon Shen, How China's 'Belt and Road' Compares to the Marshall Plan, The Diplomat (Feb. 6, 2016),
https://thediplomat.com/2016/02/how-chinas-belt-and-road-compares-to-the-marshall-plan/; see Alek Chance, The
'Belt and Road Initiative' Is Not 'China’s Marshall Plan'. Why Not?, The Diplomat (Jan. 26, 2016),
https://thediplomat.com/2016/01/the-belt-and-road-initiative-is-not-chinas-marshall-plan-why-not/. Contra Peter
Sabine, Belt and road is ‘Marshall Plan without a war’, analysts say, as Beijing and banks woo private-sector
investors, South China Morning Post (Mar. 28, 2017), https://www.scmp.com/special-reports/business/topics/onebelt-one-road/article/2082733/belt-and-road-marshall-plan.
23
Shen, supra note 22.
24
Caroline Freund & Michele Ruta, Belt and Road Initiative, World Bank (Mar. 29, 2018),
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/regional-integration/brief/belt-and-road-initiative#02.
17
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Product, 62 percent of population, and 75 percent of known energy reserves due to the investment,
trade, and infrastructure links between China and 65 other countries.25 Many countries located
along the BRI are also supported by the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (“AIIB”),26—a
China-based multilateral development bank for investing in sustainable infrastructure and other
productive sectors—which has moved forward on 16 projects worth $2.5 billion in countries like
Pakistan and Indonesia.27 This is in addition to more than $15 trillion in deposits held by Chinese
banks—Bank of China, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, China Construction Bank, and
Agricultural Bank of China—and the $40 billion earmarked by the Chinese government.28 And
the New Development Bank29—an alternative to the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund—will eventually be lending $20 to $25 billion per year to “support the efforts of governments
of the countries along the [BRI] and their companies and financial institutions with good credit
ratings.”30 The BRI comes with a hefty price tag and with the participation of many countries,
there are governance challenges as well.
Due to the BRI’s global reach, it is important to understand how disputes will be
adjudicated. Although China has “turned to bilateral investment treaties to shield its outward
investors from liability under foreign law, . . . [these] may not provide complete coverage.”31 On
July 1, 2018, the Supreme People’s Court of China’s (“SPC”) “Regulations on Several Issues
regarding the Establishment of International Commercial Courts” (“Regulations”) came into effect
and set out two new international commercial courts in China (“CICCs”): one in Xian and the

25

Id.
Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank Articles of Agreement, opened for signature June 29, 2015, (entered into
force Dec. 25, 2015), U.N. No. 54824.
27
Wade Shepard, The Real Role Of The AIIB In China's New Silk Road, Forbes (July 25, 2017),
https://www.forbes.com/sites/wadeshepard/2017/07/15/the-real-role-of-the-aiib-in-chinas-new-silkroad/#4b83ef607472.
28
Simeon Djanjko & Sean Miner, China’s Belt and Road Initiative Motives, Scope, and Challenges (Mar. 2016),
https://piie.com/system/files/documents/piieb16-2_1.pdf.
29
Agreement on the New Development Bank, opened for signature July 15, 2014, (entered into force July 3, 2015),
U.N. No. 53647, https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/No%20Volume/53647/Part/I-536470800000280472e68.pdf.
30
Shepard, supra note 27.
31
Matthew S. Erie, The China International Commercial Court: Prospects for Dispute Resolution for the "Belt and
Road Initiative", ASIL (2018), https://www.asil.org/insights/volume/22/issue/11/china-international-commercialcourt-prospects-dispute-resolution-belt#_ednref8.
26
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other in Shenzhen, where parties can choose between mediation, arbitration, and litigation.32
CICCs have jurisdiction to hear five categories of disputes: (1) First-instance international
commercial cases with a total amount in dispute of more than $50 million, whereby the parties
agree to SPC’s jurisdiction according to Article 34 of Civil Procedure Law; (2) First-instance
international commercial cases under the jurisdiction of Higher People’s Court of China that it
deems should be heard by SPC, with SPC approval; (3) First-instance international commercial
cases that have significant impacts nationwide; (4) Cases involving applications for preservation
measures in arbitration, for setting aside or enforcement of international commercial arbitration
awards according to Article 14; and (5) Other cases deemed appropriate by SPC.33
An international commercial case must fall under the following categories: (1) one or both
parties are foreign nationals; (2) one or both parties reside outside China (even if they are both
Chinese nationals); (3) the object in dispute is outside the China’s territory; or (4) legal facts that
create, change, or terminate the commercial relationship have taken place outside China.34
Although judgments are binding, the parties may apply for a rehearing if certain conditions are
met, such as new evidence sufficient to overturn the original judgment.35 CICCs have a panel
consisting of three or more Chinese judges who are “familiar with international treaties,
international usages, and international trade and investment practices, and capable of using
Chinese and English proficiently,” with the additional component of the International Commercial
Expert Committee (“Committee”).36 The Committee—which will mainly consist of foreign
national experts from other jurisdictions along the BRI—is part of China’s desire to involve
foreign experts in the dispute settlement process and promote transparency.37 Currently, it is

Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Regarding the Establishment of the International
Commercial Court (2018) (China), Fa Shi.
33
Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Regarding the Establishment of the International
Commercial Court, art. 2 (2018) (China), Fa Shi.
34
Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Regarding the Establishment of the International
Commercial Court, art. 3 (2018) (China), Fa Shi.
35
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, China establishes international commercial courts to handle Belt and Road
Initiative disputes Oxford Law Faculty (Aug. 17, 2018), https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/business-lawblog/blog/2018/08/china-establishes-international-commercial-courts-handle-belt-and.
36
Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Several Issues Regarding the Establishment of the International
Commercial Court, art. 4, 5, & 11 (2018) (China), Fa Shi.
37
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, supra 35.
32
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unclear how CICCs and the Committee will interact in ruling on disputes and how differences of
opinion will be resolved.38 Interestingly, some reports indicate that China is negotiating the Hague
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments39 to improve the
enforceability of CICCs’ judgments and could ratify the Hague Convention on the Choice of Court
Agreements40, which it signed on September 12, 2017.41
Despite the BRI’s global progress, it suffers from a variety of shortcomings in its
implementations. Some projects were hastily done and “put too much emphasis on the benefits of
the BRI for China itself . . . without considering the concerns of local governments, communities,
and companies.”42 Furthermore, some countries are unwilling to make their own contributions to
the BRI and rely on China to pay for most of the costs.43 What they fail to realize is that the BRI’s
projects “will often come with tough conditions—high interest rates, procurement guarantees for
Chinese companies, [and] imported workers.”44 Sri Lanka’s Hambantota Port Development
Project (“HPD”) serves as an example on why there must be more caution and analysis before
entering into these types of ambitious projects.45 Despite numerous feasibility studies against the
HPD, especially with how major shipping lines currently route cargo through Sri Lanka’s capital
of Colombo, former President Mahinda Rajapaksa (“Rajapaksa”) borrowed heavily from China.46
After “years of construction and renegotiation with China Harbor Engineering Company . . . the

38

Erie, supra note 31.
Hague Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters,
Proposed Official Draft No. 262, May 24-29, 2018.
40
Hague Convention On Choice Of Court Agreements, concluded June 30, 2005, 44 I.L.M. 1294.
41
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP, supra note 35.
42
Fang Jin, The Belt and Road Initiative: Progress, Problems and Prospects, in Parallel Perspectives on the Global
Economic Order, Center for Strategic and International Studies (2017), https://www.csis.org/belt-and-roadinitiative-progress-problems-and-prospects.
43
Id.
44
Enda Curran, What Is China's Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank Goal?, Bloomberg.com (Aug. 6, 2018),
https://www.bloomberg.com/quicktake/chinas-world-bank.
45
Regaining Sri Lanka: Part II Connecting to Growth: Sri Lanka’s Poverty Reduction Strategy, Ministry of Finance
and Economic Affairs (Dec. 2002) (Sri Lanka),
http://www.erd.gov.lk/publicweb/publications/regaining/Part%20II%20-%20Regaining%20Sri%20Lanka%20%20Connecting%20to%20Growth%20-%20Text.pdf.
46
Maria Abi-habib, How China Got Sri Lanka to Cough Up a Port, The New York Times (June 25, 2018),
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/25/world/asia/china-sri-lanka-port.html; Bloomberg, Inside China’s $1 billion
port in Lanka where ships don’t want to stop, The Times of India (Apr. 18, 2018),
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/international-business/inside-chinas-1-billion-port-where-ships-dontwant-to-stop/articleshow/63811395.cms.
39
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[HPD] distinguished itself mostly by failing, as predicted. With tens of thousands of ships passing
by along one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes, the port drew only 34 ships in 2012.”47
Although Rajapaksa was voted out of office in 2015, Sri Lanka’s new government struggled to
make payments on the debt he had taken on, and after months of negotiations with China, it handed
over the port and 15,000 acres of land around it for 99 years in December of 2017.48 Ports and
Shipping Minister Mahinda Samarasinghe announced that the agreement49 bans any military use
outside of Sri Lankan forces and is confined to “taking care of bunkering services, facilitating
export and import activities, and transshipment of vehicles as industries.”50 However, the fate of
the HPD brings up major concerns regarding the BRI, which is viewed by the international
community with much suspicion, resistance, and public criticism on being a debt trap for countries
that opt into it.51 Critics have noted that while China claims to be open and transparent in the
purpose of the BRI, it provides little information available for public review on its infrastructure
projects.52
b. DuterteNomics and the Build, Build, Build Infrastructure Plan
DuterteNomics appears to be the ambitious answer to how the Philippines will transform
itself into a high-income economy and catch up with its more developed neighbors by 2022.53 At
the April 18, 2017 forum, Executive Secretary Salvador Medialdea explained that “nine months
since the Duterte administration took the reins of national governance, the economy is on a roll
with Gross Domestic Product growing by 7.1 percent in the third quarter of 2016. To sustain the

47

Abi-habib, supra note 46.
Id.
49
My online search for this agreement between Sri Lanka and China using keywords “Hambantota Port”, “China,”
“Sri Lanka” and “agreement” failed to yield results on the actual document. If this agreement is unavailable to the
general public, there are implications on China’s transparency and accountability regarding its BRI projects and
negotiations with recipient countries.
50
Nushka Nafeel & Kelsey Ables, Hambantota Port agreement purely a commercial transaction, Daily News (June
28, 2018), http://www.dailynews.lk/2018/06/28/local/155249/hambantota-port-agreement-purely-commercialtransaction-minister.
51
Jin, supra note 42.
52
See Hermesauto, Inside China's US $1 billion port in Sri Lanka where ships don't want to stop, The Straits Times
(Apr. 18, 2018), https://www.straitstimes.com/asia/south-asia/inside-chinas-us1-billion-port-in-sri-lanka-whereships-dont-want-to-stop.
53
TIMELINE for Duterte's economic agenda, The Manila Times Online (May 29, 2017),
https://www.manilatimes.net/timeline-dutertes-economic-agenda/329785/.
48
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economic momentum, the President’s economic managers formulated DuterteNomics, which is
anchored on the Administration’s 10-Point Socio Economic Agenda (“Agenda”).”54 The Agenda,
which is focused on improving infrastructure, promoting education, and providing economic
stability, is underscored by Duterte’s strongman approach against criminal elements.55
Socioeconomic Planning Secretary Ernesto Pernia explained how it is “a zero to 10-point agenda
. . . [with the zero being] precisely peace and order,” to explain why the government is “[f]ighting
criminality, fighting corruption, [and] fighting smuggling.”56
The BBB is meant to fulfill Duterte’s promise to restore the country’s “crumbling roads
and bridges, glitch-ridden trains, as well as airports that seem to be behind the times.”57 While the
Philippines ranked within the top 50 percent of economies on the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Index 2017-2018,58 it ranked in the bottom 30 percent for infrastructure, “with
shortfalls identified as the second-most problematic factor for doing business, behind inefficient
government bureaucracy.”59 According to the 2017 Corruption Perceptions Index, the Philippines
ranked 111 out of 180 countries, falling in the bottom 30 percent of countries with a perceived
level of public sector corruption.60 Because Duterte’s ambitious infrastructure vision could be
hobbled by the risk of large-scale corruption, Presidential Spokesperson Ernesto Abella introduced
the BBB portal (www.build.gov.ph), as part of the administration’s commitment to transparency
in governance.61 The BBB will roll out 75 flagship projects, including the country's first subway
and the southern region of Mindanao's first mass transit railway.62

54

DuterteNomics unveiled, supra note 2.
Id.
56
Zero To 10-Point Agenda, The Manila Times Online (May 29, 2017), https://www.manilatimes.net/zero-10-pointagenda/329787/.
57
Chrisee Dela Paz, Duterte administration details 'ambitious' infra plan, Rappler (Apr. 18, 2017),
https://www.rappler.com/business/167256-dutertenomics-build-build-build-infrastructure-plan.
58
Klaus Schwab & Xavier-Sala-i-Martin, The Global Competitiveness Report 2017-2018, World Economic Forum
(Sept. 26, 2017).
59
Oxford Business Group Infrastructure investment in the Philippines set to drive growth, BusinessWorld (Feb. 22,
2018), http://www.bworldonline.com/infrastructure-investment-philippines-set-drive-growth/.
60
Corruption Perceptions Index 2017, Transparency International (Feb. 21, 2018),
https://www.transparency.org/country/PHL; For more information on the Philippines’ ranking with political
transformation, economic transformation, and governance see BTI 2018 Philippines Country Report, Bertelsmann
Stiftung, https://www.bti-project.org/en/reports/country-reports/detail/itc/PHL/.
61
DuterteNomics unveiled, supra note 2.
62
Paz, supra note 57.
55
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The Department of Finance (“DOF”) has assured the public of the financial sustainability
of the BBB, which will be partly supported by new tax reforms and is forecasted to generate $15
billion within the next five years.63 On January 23, 2018, Department of Finance Undersecretary
Grace Karen Singson (“Singson”) unveiled the Tax Reform for Acceleration and Inclusion
(“TRAIN”)64, which simultaneously increased excises on fuel, vehicles, tobacco, and sugared
drinks, and reduced personal income taxes.65 Singson explained that TRAIN will partly fund the
BBB as 70 percent of the incremental revenues “will be earmarked for infrastructure . . . with the
government committed to keeping the budget deficit at 3 percent of GDP so that national
government’s debt-to-GDP ratio target of 37.7 percent could be attained by the end of the Duterte
administration.”66 The Philippines is securing other financial sources as shown by “aid and
investment pledges from China and Japan—the result of [Duterte’s] foreign policy rebalancing
toward Asia—[which has] yielded $7.3 billion in soft loans and grants from Beijing and another
$1.2 billion from Tokyo [that] will be spent on infrastructure, rebuilding efforts and on reinforcing
the country’s maritime capabilities.”67 After the Japanese International Cooperation Agency68
(“JICA”) and the Metropolitan Manila Development Authority69 (“MMDA”) noted how the
economic cost of transportation in Metro Manila has risen to $66.8 million a day, with it possibly
worsening to $103.1 million a day by 2035 without interventions,70 JICA is dispatching Japanese
experts to “assist the MMDA on intelligent transport systems, road traffic management, . . . [and]
traffic policy beginning [2019] and ending in 2022 and will work in tandem with the BBB to ensure
63

Id.
An Act Amending Sections 5, 6, 24, 25, 27, 31, 32, 33, 34, 51, 52, 56, 57, 58, 74, 79, 84, 86, 90, 91, 97, 99, 100,
101, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 112, 114, 116, 127, 128, 129, 145, 148, 149, 151, 155, 171, 174, 175, 177, 178, 179,
180, 181, 182, 183, 186, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 232, 236, 237, 249, 254, 264, 269, and
288; Creating New Sections 51-A, 148-A, 150-A, 150-B, 237-A, 264-A, 264-B, and 265-A; and Repealing Sections
35, 62, and 89; All Under Republic Act No. 8424, Otherwise Known as the National Internal Revenue Code of
1997, As Amended, and For Other Purposes, Rep. Act No. 10963, (Dec. 19, 2017) (Phil.).
65
Oxford Business Group, supra note 59.
66
DOF Tax Reform, "Build, Build, Build" to roll out 75 projects worth $35.5-B, DOF Tax Reform (Jan. 23, 2018),
https://www.dof.gov.ph/taxreform/index.php/2018/01/23/build-build-build-roll-75-projects-worth-35-5-b.
67
Id.
68
Eibun dokuritsugyōsei hōjin kokusai kyōryoku kikō-hō (kari wake) [Act of the Incorporated Administrative
Agency-Japan International Cooperation Agency (tentative translation)], Act No. 136 of Dec. 6, 2002, last amended
by Act No. 67 of June 13, 2014.
69
An Act Creating Metropolitan Manila Development Authority, Defining Its Powers and Functions, Providing
Funding Therefor and for other Purposes, Rep. Act No. 7924 (Mar. 1, 1995) (Phil.).
70
JICA to help Philippines ease traffic congestion in Metro Manila, JICA (Sept. 20, 2018),
https://www.jica.go.jp/philippine/english/office/topics/news/180920.html.
64
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that transportation becomes a source of sustainable economic growth for the Philippines.”71
Although the Philippines government has slightly raised the country’s deficit ceiling to sustain the
BBB's momentum, there are still challenges with securing the rest of the funds due to rising
inflation in 2018 after the implementation of TRAIN, higher oil prices in the global market, and
the shortage of cheap rice in the domestic market leading to a weakness in the Philippine Peso.72
Overall, it appears that the BBB is “lifting several sectors because during the first quarter of 2018,
the public sector's construction activities grew by 25 percent and private sector construction also
grew at 7 percent,” while maintaining spending targets.73
The Philippines is seeking loans from China, which has led to critics warning about how
these loans “could saddle the country with heavy debts. [After all, l]oans from China generally
have heftier interests of around 2 percent to 3 percent, as compared to Japan with only 0.75
percent.”74 Sri Lanka serves as an example of the Filipinos’ fear of being in a “Chinese debt trap,”
which led to Socioeconomic Secretary Ernesto Pernia (“Pernia”) assuring the public that the
government is “extra careful” in dealing with China.75 Pernia further explained that the Philippines
cannot solely rely on Japan for loans and that Chinese loans have better interest rates than
commercial loans.76 China’s ambassador to the Philippines, Zhao Jianhua, has also reassured the
public that the Philippines will not fall into a “debt trap,” with China doing its utmost to prove that
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Id.; For more information on how DuterteNomics has impacted the Philippines’ international credit rating, see
Luchi de Guzman, Standard & Poor's upgrades Philippines credit outlook to 'positive', CNN Philippines (July 20,
2018), http://cnnphilippines.com/business/2018/04/27/standard-poors-upgrade-Philippines-credit-outlookpositive.html; Issuer Credit Rating-Philippines, S&P Global Ratings (May 4, 2018),
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Duterte’s “friendly and cooperative [foreign] policy towards China, will produce more tangible
benefits to the people of the Philippines.”77
2. Analysis of Investment Strategies Implemented by Japan and China
a. Japan-Vietnam Relations
Although current Japan-Vietnam relations appear to thrive, a more complicated past exists
between these two countries. At the beginning of the 20th century, Vietnam was inspired by Japan
after learning about its victory over Russia78, thus making it the first Asian power in modern times
to defeat a European power.79 Ironically, during the later years of the Second World War, the
Vietnamese lived under Japanese occupation alongside their French colonial masters, posing
difficulties for the nationalist movement.80 In 1940, Jean Decoux, the French Governor-General
appointed by the Vichy government after the fall of France to the Nazis, had an agreement81 that
permitted the stationing of Japanese troops and the use of all major Vietnamese airports by
Japanese military.82 Vietnam became one of the most important staging areas for all Japanese
military operations in Southeast Asia,83 placing a great burden on the population and resources and
intensifying ill feelings against the Japanese.84 Between 1944 and 1945, Japan had used Vietnam
as a source of industrial and food procurement for the military, which profoundly distorted the
colonial political economy, shattered its import-export system, and eroded many bonds across
communities and classes.85 In March of 1945, Japan ousted the French due to mounting distrust
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and fear that the French forces would turn against them as the Allies advanced in areas of
Indochina.86 Although Bao Dai—the last French-appointed Emperor of Vietnam—was allowed to
proclaim the independence of his country and appoint a Vietnamese national government in Hue,
he was viewed as a puppet since power remained in the hands of the Japanese military
commanders.87 When Japan surrendered to the Allies on August 15, 1945, this chaotic and
dramatic environment spurred the Viet Minh League under Ho Chi Minh to launch the nationalist
movement that brought the communists to power.88 It was Japan’s exploitation of Vietnam that
generated a new sense of nationalism in which the Vietnamese wanted no foreigners to rule over
them, whether Western or Asian.89
Vietnam respects and admires Japan today, but this transformation from bitter resentment
to supportive alliance arises from Japan’s involvement in Vietnam’s post-war economic
progress.90 Despite the tragic history between Vietnam and Japan, they established formal bilateral
ties in 1973.91 The signing of the Paris Peace Accords to end the war with the U.S. and restore
peace in Vietnam in January of 197392 allowed Japan to establish diplomatic relations with
Vietnam on September 21, 1973.93 Although there were setbacks due to Japan’s opposition to
Vietnam’s military involvement in the Cambodian conflict, once the Paris Peace Accords on
Cambodia were concluded in 1991, 94 their relationship flourished in three key economic areas:
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Japanese Official Development Assistance (“ODA”)95 to Vietnam; investment; and trade.96
Japan’s ODA to Vietnam has been directed towards both economic infrastructure and education
and human resource development, and combined with foreign investment, thus bolstering bilateral
ties.97 Japan’s ODA to Vietnam currently totals to about $27 billion98 with projects such as the
Economic Management and Competitiveness Credit (III).99
A core principle of Japanese ODA is non-intervention, leading to fewer political
conditionalities and more participation and ownership of recipient government counterparts, thus
allowing them to have more of a say in the use of the monies.100 Because Japan has focused its
ODA on field-level engagement rather than national-level policies, it can provide change at the
local level and implement projects that are visible in their impact to the Vietnamese. 101 For
example, Japan addressed Vietnam’s shortage of hospitals and staff in providing high quality
medical services through the JICA Project for Improvement of Hospital Management
Competency, which aims to better coordinate hospitals and ensure their sound management and
operation.102 This approach by Japan, which is Vietnam’s largest ODA provider and second
biggest foreign investor, has been key in easing the harmony between their countries.103
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Furthermore, Japan offers a “particular sensitivity, humility and understanding in its engagement
[with recipient countries] . . . which may be linked to its own history as an aid recipient, making it
more empathetic in its approach.104 Lastly, Japan’s efforts to maintain transparency by providing
statistics on ODA data105 and coherent ODA Evaluation from the ex-ante through ex-post phases
of projects, which include stipulating the independence of third-party evaluations, establishing
mechanisms that ensure meaningful changes based on past successes and failures, and disclosure
of information through visualization,106 foster trust and cooperation in Vietnam.
Japan’s partnership agreements with Vietnam have also contributed to pushing their
relationship to new heights. On March 18, 2014, Japan and Vietnam deepened their relationship
to the “Extensive Strategic Partnership for Peace and Prosperity in Asia” (“Partnership”) based on
a framework of mutual trust and cooperation in science-technology, education-training, culture, .
. . and people-to-people exchanges.”107 This Partnership has led to the boosting of security ties, as
shown by Japan’s first submarine visit to Vietnam.108 Although this was characterized as a routine
visit, it is significant in being one of several defense-related developments that commemorate 45
years of mutual trust and cooperation in maintaining the sovereignty, independence, and
development of both countries.109 And the Japan-Vietnam Joint Initiative,110—started in 2003 to
promote an open and transparent business environment in Vietnam— is a recurring series of policy
dialogues with both governments and the private sector jointly formulating an “action plan” on
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issues such as labor, intellectual property, customs, etc.111 Lastly, the bilateral Vietnam–Japan
Economic Partnership Agreement (“VJEPA”)112 and multilateral ASEAN–Japan Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement (“AJCEP”),113 reflects a strong friendship that has been
continuously nurtured by the leaders and peoples between these countries.114
Japan and Vietnam’s relationship has undergone a drastic improvement that transformed
from enmity to traditional friendship and strategic partnership due to how Japan has invested in
Vietnam’s integration into the world economy.115 Both countries continuously nurture their
friendship and demonstrate the high esteem they have for each other through regular high-level
visits and exchanges by leaders, along with Japan’s close and effective cooperation with Vietnam
bilaterally and at multilateral forums and international organizations.116 This was shown by
Vietnam’s President Trần Đại Quang (“Quang”), who has expressed his appreciation for the
strong, comprehensive and substantial development of the relationship with Japan."117 During his
stay in Japan, Quang met with Emperor Akihito, Empress Michiko, Prime Minister Shinzo Abe,
and other leaders, and stated that he “always consider [Japan’s] success in Vietnam the country’s
success.”118 This sense of camaraderie is felt even among the Vietnamese based on their positive
responses to questions on whether Japan’s ODA funds promote friendship and foster economic
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growth in JICA’s Data Collection Survey. Overall, Japan’s efforts in Vietnam has been rewarded
with a relationship that some believe is at its highest point.119
b. China-Philippines Relations
Despite the rising tensions between the Philippines and its neighbor China, there have been
centuries of migration and trade binding these countries as generations of Chinese settled in the
Philippines.120 The origins of this tension lie in the Philippines’ colonial past, starting from Spanish
colonial rule, which lasted until 1898,121 when Spain lost the Spanish-American War and ceded
the country to the U.S. for $20 million upon the ratification of the Treaty of Paris122 During Spanish
colonialism, the Chinese were allowed to become middlemen for the export trade123 and had
preeminent positions for monopoly contracting on rice, tobacco, sugar, and other goods, thus
fostering a competitive situation with Filipino enterprises that was ripe for cultural biases.124 Under
U.S. colonialism, there was a rise in anti-China sentiment that stemmed from economic and
cultural tensions in the U.S.,125 where workers resented Chinese immigrants for taking jobs in gold
mines, factories, and railroads, leading to legislature limiting future Chinese immigration through
the Chinese Exclusion Act.126 While Chinese and Filipino guerrilla forces were united in resisting
Japanese occupation of the Philippines during the Second World War,127 economic and cultural
biases, such as the exemption of Filipinos from the Chinese Exclusion Act, and rising Filipino
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nationalism, allowed anti-China sentiment to become nationwide.128 Although the U.S.
relinquished sovereignty over the Philippines in 1946,129 it has emerged as “a hybrid thing:
formally sovereign, yet practically a neocolony of the [U.S.]. To this day, especially in the face of
contemporary Chinese pressures over its territorial waters and islands, it continues to be tied to the
geopolitical designs and interests of the [U.S.] even if its political and cultural developments have
moved in other directions.”130
The Philippines and China have established diplomatic relations on June 9, 1975,131 but
bilateral relations have not been smooth sailing for these countries. Although there have been over
100 bilateral agreements ranging from tourism and culture,132 trade,133 science and technology,134
and even a joint statement on bilateral cooperation in the 21st century,135 China-Philippines
relations have not always been harmonious due to diplomatic fiascos such as the Philippines
government’s close ties with Taiwan136 (a sensitive issue for the One China principle), disputes on
the salaries and treatment of overseas Filipino workers, and the involvement of former Filipino
president Gloria Arroyo and other top officials in alleged corruption cases involving infrastructure
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projects137 funded by Chinese companies.138 The lowest point for their relationship was the filing
of a petition for arbitration by the Philippines against China before the International Tribune on
the Law of the Sea in March of 2014 to resolve territorial disputes in South China Sea, where
China has increased efforts to reclaim that area by physically expanding the size of islands or
creating new ones; even militarizing them.139
When Duterte visited China in 2016 to meet with Xi, Premier Li Keqiang, National
People's Congress Standing Committee Chair Zhang Dejiang, and Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli, it
was a “milestone visit” in which a joint statement140 was released on how “both sides
acknowledged the centuries-old bonds of friendship of the Filipinos and Chinese people and agreed
to continue to make concerted efforts to cement the traditional friendship between the two
countries.”141 This has culminated into the Memorandum of Understanding142 that formalized the
Philippines’ intention to participate in the BRI, with both countries agreeing to hold regular
dialogue on development strategies guided by mutual respect for territorial integrity and
sovereignty and transparency.143 However, Duterte’s pragmatic and flexible stance in “building
bridges” with China has been unpopular among the traditional political elite and broader public.144
Former President Benigno Aquino III, who oversaw a largely confrontational policy towards
China, “likened any joint development agreement with China as an unfair arrangement, whereby
the Asian powerhouse tells its smaller neighbor that ‘What is ours is ours, and what is yours, we
137
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share.’”145 Foreign Secretary Alan Cayetano has struck back by accusing his predecessors of
stoking unnecessary tensions in the South China Sea, leading to lost opportunities for cooperation
in fields such as science and technology, education, etc.146
Despite the support of Duterte’s administration, a majority of Filipinos remain skeptical of
China’s intentions as they wait for it to “fulfill its commitment to provide billions of dollars of aid
and investment to the country under [the BRI].”147 China is not a big donor to the Philippines in
terms of foreign aid and ODA because as of June 2018, China accounted for merely 0.82 percent
of the total ODA at $124.37 million and ranked 11th out of 18 according to the National Economic
and Development Authority (“NEDA”).148 Contrast this to China’s promise to deliver $24 billion
sum in 13 cooperation, financial assistance, and investment pledges, with $15 billion in business
to business contracts, $9 billion in ODA, $7 billion in loans, and $2 billion in concessional loans.149
However, the list of pipeline ODA projects pending approval or endorsement in the NEDA
database reveal that the infrastructure projects that will be financed with Chinese ODA loans, if
they go ahead, are about $14 billion.150 When Xi visited Manila recently, he and Duterte signed
29 additional agreements,151 including a Memorandum of Understanding on China’s $1 trillion
BRI and joint oil and gas development in the contested South China Sea, the details of which
remain vague to public.152 The lack of transparency surrounding the deals agreed upon by both
governments brings up another point of contention: the lack of information available to the public
on what their country has signed up for with the BRI projects.153 Another underlying source of
tension is the Philippines’ arbitral win at the Hague’s Permanent Court of Arbitration.154 Duterte
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has opted to set this issue aside, but many Filipinos want to ensure that the Philippines is not
undermined and want “full control and supervision in the exploration and exploitation of its natural
resources.”155 As evidenced by its agreements with China, the Philippines government is receptive
to the BRI given its congruence with its goal of ushering a “golden age of infrastructure” under
Duterte’s regime.156 However, there is room for improvement in stemming the rising anti-China
sentiment among Filipinos.
c. Japan-Vietnam Relations as a Guide for China
There exists a great deal of distrust and anger among Filipinos regarding the BRI, which is
why it is imperative that China adjusts its investment strategy by looking to Japan’s methods in
Vietnam. China must address the lack of a “centralized aid agency affiliated with its foreign affairs
ministry,” such as JICA for Japan’s ODA, and its failure to provide official statistics on its foreign
aid activities.157 Although China has undertaken extensive development assistance programs since
1950, the government has neither provided official ODA statistics nor an evaluation process for
said foreign aid, fostering distrust and fear-mongering among its critics.158 There must be also be
an improvement in political interaction, which is a crucial factor in advancing diplomatic,
economic, and sociocultural ties.159 China and the Philippines must increase their high-level visits
and exchanges to foster the mutual trust and friendship that both governments wish to develop. It
is clear that a visible show of solidary for the people of both countries has been lacking since Xi’s
visit to the Philippines in November 2018 was the first state visit by a Chinese president in 13
years and Chinese Premier Li Keqiang’s visit in November 2017 was his first official visit in 10
years.160 China must also address the arbitration matter and draft an official treaty that would bind
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both countries to rules on joint exploration to show its respect for the Philippines’ legal claims and
assuage environmental concerns.161
China and the Philippines must work to contain external sources of concern and suspicion
regarding BRI projects, such as their quality, the requirement of Chinese workers for said projects,
and environmental concerns, by being proactively transparent on their dealings and endorsing
companies of good standing, preferably local firms, to prevent reputational costs and advance both
an appreciation of Duterte's political capital and China's image.162 Hiring local firms would
mitigate any allegations of corruption, prevent resentment among Filipino workers, and lower
costs of BRI projects, thus easing the fear of the Philippines falling into a “debt trap.” China should
follow a similar concept to the Japan-Vietnam Joint Initiative163 and involve the Filipino private
sector in its dialogue on the BRI. By having policy dialogues with both the Philippines government
and private sector, China has a better chance of proving its intentions to Filipinos through the
marketing of the private sector. Finally, China must also maximize people-to-people diplomacy
by increasing exchanges between Filipino scholars, academics, writers, scientists, etc. with their
Chinese counterparts.164 After all, these types of exchanges played an important role in opening
diplomatic relations between the Philippines and China in 1975; the impact of people-to-people
relations cannot be stated enough in how it can be “more lasting and perpetual compared with
state-to-state relations which are confronted by constant shifts, challenges, and tensions. [P]eopleto-people relations [plant the seeds and soften] the ground for friendlier and harmonious relations
between countries.”165
3. The Future of the BRI in the Philippines
The BRI’s future in the Philippines hangs in the balance: on one hand, the Philippines
government is receptive to Chinese aid; on the other hand, the Filipino population is skeptical of
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said aid. If China wishes to tip the scales in its favor, it must work on improving its image and win
the hearts of Filipinos by being flexible in its aid development approach, respecting and
understanding local histories and customs, providing more data for public review, and promoting
open dialogues and exchanges with both public and private actors. To quote Xi’s African proverb,
“If you want to go fast, walk alone; and if you want to go far, walk together.”166
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